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Glaciers: The Work of Ice

Ruth Glacier, AlaskaRuth Glacier, Alaska What is a glacier?What is a glacier?
How do glaciers form?How do glaciers form?

How did Earth cool How did Earth cool 
enough to form enough to form 
glaciers and warm glaciers and warm 
enough to melt enough to melt 
glacial ice?glacial ice?

How do glaciers move?How do glaciers move?
Glacial landscapesGlacial landscapes

What is a glacier?

A mass of iceA mass of ice
Definite lateral limitsDefinite lateral limits
Motion in a definite directionMotion in a definite direction
Originated from the compacting of snow Originated from the compacting of snow 
by pressure by pressure 
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Valley or Alpine Glaciers
Several glaciers, in Luane Several glaciers, in Luane 
NatNat’’l Park, Yukon, Canadal Park, Yukon, Canada

Glacier occupying a Glacier occupying a 
depression or valley depression or valley 
within or lying on a within or lying on a 
mountainous terrainmountainous terrain

Usually occupies the Usually occupies the 
complete width of a complete width of a 
valleyvalley
Ice may be 100Ice may be 100’’s s 
meters thickmeters thick
May be at head of May be at head of 
valley or extend valley or extend 
entire length of a entire length of a 
mountain valleymountain valley

Continental Glaciers
Mountains poking through Mountains poking through 
the Antarctica continental the Antarctica continental 
glacierglacier

A slow moving ice sheet A slow moving ice sheet 
that covers a large part that covers a large part 
of a continentof a continent
Polar continental Polar continental 
glaciers different from glaciers different from 
ice capsice caps

Most of the Arctic Most of the Arctic 
ice cap overlies water ice cap overlies water 
and is not a glacierand is not a glacier
Virtually all of the Virtually all of the 
Antarctic ice sheet Antarctic ice sheet 
covers land and is covers land and is 
considered a glacierconsidered a glacier
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Antarctic Ice Sheet

90% of Antarctica 90% of Antarctica 
covered with thick covered with thick 
accumulations of iceaccumulations of ice
Ice forms dome in Ice forms dome in 
center and slopes center and slopes 
down to margindown to margin
Ice sheets may Ice sheets may 
extend out into the extend out into the 
Southern Ocean (Southern Ocean (e.ge.g., ., 
Ross Ice Shelf)Ross Ice Shelf)

How Glaciers Form
It must be cold!It must be cold!

Temperature low enough to keep snown Temperature low enough to keep snown 
on ground all yearon ground all year

Conditions foundConditions found
•• High altitudeHigh altitude
•• High latitudeHigh latitude

There must be snow!There must be snow!
Snowfall and glacier formation require Snowfall and glacier formation require 
moisturemoisture
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Antarctic Dry Valleys

Glacial Growth
A glacier accumulates when A glacier accumulates when 
newly formed snow is newly formed snow is 
transformed to glacial icetransformed to glacial ice

Fresh snowfall is fluffyFresh snowfall is fluffy
Snow transformed to Snow transformed to 
granular icegranular ice
As granular ice is buried, As granular ice is buried, 
it turns into firn, a dense it turns into firn, a dense 
form of iceform of ice
Continued burial and Continued burial and 
aging transforms firn aging transforms firn 
into glacial iceinto glacial ice

Glacial ice is a mass of Glacial ice is a mass of 
crystalline grainscrystalline grains
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Glacial Shrinkage
Amount of ice a glacier Amount of ice a glacier 
loses each year is called loses each year is called 
ablationablation
Four ways to lose ice:Four ways to lose ice:

MeltingMelting
Iceberg calving Iceberg calving –– pieces pieces 
of ice that break off of ice that break off 
and form icebergsand form icebergs
Sublimation Sublimation ––
transformation of ice transformation of ice 
directly to water vapordirectly to water vapor
Wind erosion Wind erosion –– strong strong 
winds can promote winds can promote 
melting and sublimationmelting and sublimation

Glacial Budgets
Difference between Difference between 
accumulation and accumulation and 
ablation is the glacial ablation is the glacial 
budgetbudget

When accumulation = When accumulation = 
ablation, size of ablation, size of 
glacier constantglacier constant
If accumulation If accumulation 
exceeds ablation, the exceeds ablation, the 
glacier growsglacier grows
If accumulation is If accumulation is 
less than ablation, less than ablation, 
the glacier shrinksthe glacier shrinks
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Plastic Flow
Great pressure exists Great pressure exists 
at base of glacierat base of glacier
Under great pressure, Under great pressure, 
ice crystals slipice crystals slip
Slip along large Slip along large 
numbers of ice numbers of ice 
crystals results in crystals results in 
movement of glaciers movement of glaciers 
down slopedown slope
Slipping movement Slipping movement 
known as known as plastic flowplastic flow

Plastic Flow
Plastic flow is Plastic flow is 
common in cold, dry common in cold, dry 
glaciersglaciers
Basal ice frozen to Basal ice frozen to 
groundground
Movement of ice can Movement of ice can 
only take place above only take place above 
the base by plastic the base by plastic 
deformationdeformation
The little movement The little movement 
along base rips up along base rips up 
bedrock and soilbedrock and soil
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Basal Slip
Movement along the Movement along the 
base of glaciers known base of glaciers known 
as as basal slipbasal slip
Weight of ice causes Weight of ice causes 
melting at base of melting at base of 
glacierglacier

Water from melting Water from melting 
acts as a lubricantacts as a lubricant

Occurs in glaciers in Occurs in glaciers in 
moderately cold areasmoderately cold areas
Lake Vostock, a lake Lake Vostock, a lake 
under the ice 14,000 under the ice 14,000 
kmkm22

Crevasses

Upper parts of even Upper parts of even 
““wetwet”” glaciers is coldglaciers is cold
Ice at top of glacier Ice at top of glacier 
acts as a rigid, brittle acts as a rigid, brittle 
solid that cracks solid that cracks 
Cracks are called Cracks are called 
crevassescrevasses

Break up surface Break up surface 
ice into large and ice into large and 
small blockssmall blocks
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Flow Patterns in Ice
Valley glaciers move at Valley glaciers move at 
speed which vary withspeed which vary with

Depth of iceDepth of ice
Position relative to Position relative to 
valley wallvalley wall

Fastest movement in Fastest movement in 
center of glaciercenter of glacier

Frictional forces Frictional forces 
weakweak

Slowest movement at Slowest movement at 
edge of glacieredge of glacier

Frictional forces Frictional forces 
strongstrong

Other Mechanisms of Flow
Ice StreamsIce Streams

Melt water mixed with glacial sediment Melt water mixed with glacial sediment 
at base of glacierat base of glacier

SurgesSurges
Rapid period of fast movementRapid period of fast movement

Up to 100 m/yUp to 100 m/y
Flow in continental glaciersFlow in continental glaciers

Highest rates of movement in centerHighest rates of movement in center
Pressure in center greatestPressure in center greatest
Friction in center lowestFriction in center lowest
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Glacial Erosion and Glacier 
Landforms

High capacity to erode (crush and High capacity to erode (crush and 
pulverize) solid rockpulverize) solid rock
Transport eroded rock down stream more Transport eroded rock down stream more 
efficiently than water and windefficiently than water and wind

Ice picks up sediment and carries it Ice picks up sediment and carries it 
great distancesgreat distances
Competence (ability to carry sediment Competence (ability to carry sediment 
of certain size) and capacity (total of certain size) and capacity (total 
amount of sediment transported) is very amount of sediment transported) is very 
highhigh

Glacial Striations

Rocks dragged along Rocks dragged along 
base of glacier base of glacier 
scratch or grove scratch or grove 
bedrockbedrock
Abrasions called Abrasions called 
striationsstriations
Strong evidence of Strong evidence of 
glacial movementglacial movement
Provide direction of Provide direction of 
movement of glaciersmovement of glaciers
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Roches Moutonees
Roches mountonees Roches mountonees 
(sheep rock) are small (sheep rock) are small 
hills of bedrockhills of bedrock
Ice smoothes and Ice smoothes and 
polishes the uppolishes the up--
current side of hillcurrent side of hill
Ice plucks rocks from Ice plucks rocks from 
downdown--stream side of stream side of 
hillhill
Indicates direction of Indicates direction of 
movement of glaciermovement of glacier

Cirque and Aretes
Plucking and tearing of Plucking and tearing of 
head of valley carves head of valley carves 
an amphitheateran amphitheater--
shaped valley called a shaped valley called a 
cirquecirque
When cirques meet When cirques meet 
the mountain top, the mountain top, 
sharp knifesharp knife--edge edge 
jagged ridges called jagged ridges called 
aretes are formedaretes are formed
PyramidPyramid--like peaks are like peaks are 
called hornscalled horns
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Hanging Valleys

Melting of ice in a Melting of ice in a 
cirque produces a cirque produces a 
valley that appears to valley that appears to 
be hangingbe hanging

Usually common where Usually common where 
a smaller valley glacier a smaller valley glacier 
meets a larger alpine meets a larger alpine 
glacierglacier

U-Shaped Valleys

Excavation by a Excavation by a 
glacier produces a Uglacier produces a U--
shaped valleyshaped valley

Floor of valley is Floor of valley is 
flat whereas walls flat whereas walls 
are steepare steep

In contrast, erosion In contrast, erosion 
by streams produce a by streams produce a 
VV--shaped valleyshaped valley
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Fjords

During glacial times During glacial times 
sea level is lowsea level is low
Valley glaciers at Valley glaciers at 
coastlines can erode coastlines can erode 
bedrock below even bedrock below even 
glacial sea levelglacial sea level
When ice retreats. When ice retreats. 
The UThe U--shaped valley shaped valley 
becomes flooded becomes flooded 
producing a fjordproducing a fjord

Glacial Sediment
When glacial ice melts, When glacial ice melts, 
the heterogeneous load the heterogeneous load 
of sediment is releasedof sediment is released
This poorly sorted This poorly sorted 
glacial sediment is glacial sediment is 
generally known as driftgenerally known as drift
Till is the unstratified Till is the unstratified 
and unsorted sediment and unsorted sediment 
deposited directly from deposited directly from 
melting icemelting ice
May contain large May contain large 
boulders called erraticsboulders called erratics
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Ice-Laid Deposits

Glacial Moraines
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Lateral
Moraines

Medial
Moraines

Drumlins
Large (25 Large (25 –– 50 m high, 50 m high, 
1 km long) streamlined 1 km long) streamlined 
hills consisting of hills consisting of 
glacial till and bedrock glacial till and bedrock 
are called drumlinsare called drumlins
Indicate direction of Indicate direction of 
glacial movementglacial movement
Produced when plastic Produced when plastic 
flow of subflow of sub--glacial glacial 
mixtures of ice and mixtures of ice and 
sediment encounters sediment encounters 
an obstaclean obstacle

Water is lost and Water is lost and 
sediment depositedsediment deposited
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Water-Laid Glacial Deposits
KamesKames

Small hills of sand and gravel deposited my Small hills of sand and gravel deposited my 
melting ice at edge of icemelting ice at edge of ice

EskersEskers
Long narrow winding ridges of wellLong narrow winding ridges of well--sorted sorted 
sand and gravel found in middle of ground sand and gravel found in middle of ground 
morainesmoraines

Sorting implies deposition from subSorting implies deposition from sub--glacial glacial 
streamsstreams

KettlesKettles
Undrained depressions formed by melting iceUndrained depressions formed by melting ice

Kettle Lakes
Large blocks of ice Large blocks of ice 
may be left by may be left by 
retreating glacierretreating glacier
Large blocks of ice Large blocks of ice 
may take many years may take many years 
to melt leaving behind to melt leaving behind 
a depression in out a depression in out 
wash plainwash plain
If bottom of If bottom of 
depression is below depression is below 
groundwater table, a groundwater table, a 
lake developslake develops
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Continental
Glaciation

Earth’s Climate System Today
Heated by solar energyHeated by solar energy
Tropics heated more than polesTropics heated more than poles

Imbalance in heating redistributedImbalance in heating redistributed
Solar heating and movement of heat by Solar heating and movement of heat by 
oceans and atmosphere determines oceans and atmosphere determines 
distribution of:distribution of:

TemperatureTemperature
PrecipitationPrecipitation
IceIce
VegetationVegetation
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Electromagnetic Spectrum
Electromagnetic Electromagnetic 
energy travels energy travels 
through spacethrough space
Energy heating Energy heating 
Earth mostly shortEarth mostly short--
wave radiationwave radiation

Visible lightVisible light
Some ultraviolet Some ultraviolet 
radiationradiation

Incoming Solar Radiation
Radiation at top of Radiation at top of 
EarthEarth’’s atmosphere = s atmosphere = 
1368 W m1368 W m--22

If Earth flat disk with If Earth flat disk with 
no atmosphere, no atmosphere, 
average radiation = average radiation = 
1368 W m1368 W m--22

Earth 3Earth 3--dimensional dimensional 
rotating sphere,rotating sphere,

Area = 4Area = 4ππrr22

Average solar Average solar 
heating = 1368 heating = 1368 ÷÷ 4 = 4 = 
342 W m342 W m--22
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30% Solar Energy Reflected
Energy reflected by clouds, dust, surfaceEnergy reflected by clouds, dust, surface

Ave. incoming radiation 0.7 x 342 = 240 W mAve. incoming radiation 0.7 x 342 = 240 W m--22

Energy Budget
EarthEarth’’s temperature constant ~15s temperature constant ~15°°CC

Energy loss must = incoming energyEnergy loss must = incoming energy
Earth is constantly receiving heat Earth is constantly receiving heat 
from Sun, therefore must lose equal from Sun, therefore must lose equal 
amount of heat back to spaceamount of heat back to space

Heat loss called back radiationHeat loss called back radiation
Wavelengths in the infrared (longWavelengths in the infrared (long--wave wave 
radiation)radiation)

Earth is a radiator of heatEarth is a radiator of heat
If T > 1If T > 1°°K, radiator of heatK, radiator of heat
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Energy Budget
Average EarthAverage Earth’’s surface temperature  s surface temperature  
~15~15°°CC
Reasonable assumptionReasonable assumption

Surface of earth radiates heat with an Surface of earth radiates heat with an 
average temperature of 15average temperature of 15°°CC

However, satellite data indicate Earth However, satellite data indicate Earth 
radiating heat average temperature ~radiating heat average temperature ~--1616°°CC
Why the discrepancy?Why the discrepancy?

What What accounts for the 31accounts for the 31°°C heating?C heating?

Energy Budget
Greenhouse gases absorb 95% of the longGreenhouse gases absorb 95% of the long--wave, wave, 
bback radiation emitted from Earthack radiation emitted from Earth’’s surfaces surface

Trapped radiation reradiated down to EarthTrapped radiation reradiated down to Earth’’s s 
surfacesurface
Accounts for the 31Accounts for the 31°°C heatingC heating
Satellites donSatellites don’’t detect radiationt detect radiation
Muffling effect from greenhouse gasesMuffling effect from greenhouse gases

Heat radiated back to space from elevation of Heat radiated back to space from elevation of 
about 5 km (top of clouds) average 240 W mabout 5 km (top of clouds) average 240 W m--22

Keeps EarthKeeps Earth’’s temperature in balances temperature in balance
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Energy Balance

Greenhouse Gases

Water vapor (HWater vapor (H22OO(v)(v), 1 to 3%), 1 to 3%)
Carbon dioxide (COCarbon dioxide (CO22, 0.039%; 389 ppmv), 0.039%; 389 ppmv)
Methane (CHMethane (CH44, 0.00019%; 1.87 ppmv), 0.00019%; 1.87 ppmv)
Nitrous oxide (NNitrous oxide (N22O, 0.00000323%; 323 O, 0.00000323%; 323 
ppbv)ppbv)
Clouds also trap outgoing radiation Clouds also trap outgoing radiation 
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Variations in Heat Balance
Incoming solar Incoming solar 
radiationradiation

Stronger at low Stronger at low 
latitudeslatitudes
Weaker at high Weaker at high 
latitudeslatitudes

Tropics receive more Tropics receive more 
solar radiation per solar radiation per 
unit area than Polesunit area than Poles

Variations in Heat Balance
What else affects variation in heat What else affects variation in heat 
balance?balance?
Solar radiation arrives at a low angleSolar radiation arrives at a low angle
Snow and ice reflect more radiation at Snow and ice reflect more radiation at 
high latitudeshigh latitudes
AlbedoAlbedo

Percentage of incoming solar radiation Percentage of incoming solar radiation 
that is reflected rather than absorbedthat is reflected rather than absorbed
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Average Albedo

Sun Angle Affects Albedo
All of EarthAll of Earth’’s s 
surfaces absorb surfaces absorb 
more solar more solar 
radiation from an radiation from an 
overhead sunoverhead sun
Water reflects <5% Water reflects <5% 
radiation from an radiation from an 
overhead Sunoverhead Sun
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Sun Angle Affects Albedo
Water reflects a high fraction of Water reflects a high fraction of 
radiation from a lowradiation from a low--lying Sunlying Sun
Earth average albedo = 10%Earth average albedo = 10%

Pole-to-Equator Heat Imbalance

Incoming solar Incoming solar 
radiation per unit radiation per unit 
area higher in area higher in 
Tropics than PolesTropics than Poles
Sun angle higher in Sun angle higher in 
Poles than TropicsPoles than Tropics
Albedo higher at Albedo higher at 
Poles than TropicsPoles than Tropics
Variations in cloud Variations in cloud 
cover affect heat cover affect heat 
imbalanceimbalance
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Seasonal Change in Solar Radiation & Albedo
Tilt of EarthTilt of Earth’’s axis results in seasonal change in s axis results in seasonal change in 

Solar radiation in each hemisphereSolar radiation in each hemisphere
Snow and ice cover (albedo)Snow and ice cover (albedo)

Earth-Sun Relations
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Seasonal Change in Albedo
Increases in N. hemisphere winter due mainly to Increases in N. hemisphere winter due mainly to 
snow cover and to lesser degree Arctic sea icesnow cover and to lesser degree Arctic sea ice
Increases in S. hemisphere winter due to sea iceIncreases in S. hemisphere winter due to sea ice

General Circulation of the Atmosphere
Tropical heating drives Tropical heating drives 
Hadley cell circulationHadley cell circulation
Warm wet air rises Warm wet air rises 
along the equatoralong the equator

Transfers water Transfers water 
vapor from tropical vapor from tropical 
oceans to higher oceans to higher 
latitudeslatitudes
Transfers heat Transfers heat 
from low to high from low to high 
latitudeslatitudes
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The Hadley Cell
Along equator, strong solar heating causes Along equator, strong solar heating causes 
air to expand upward and diverge to polesair to expand upward and diverge to poles
Creates a zone of low pressure at the Creates a zone of low pressure at the 
equator calledequator called

Equatorial lowEquatorial low
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)

The upward motions that dominate the The upward motions that dominate the 
region favor formation of heavy rainfallregion favor formation of heavy rainfall

ITCZ is rainiest latitude zone on EarthITCZ is rainiest latitude zone on Earth
Rains 200 days a year Rains 200 days a year –– aka. aka. doldrumsdoldrums

General Circulation
Air parcels rise creating low pressureAir parcels rise creating low pressure

Heat and expandHeat and expand
Become humidBecome humid

Transfer heat to polesTransfer heat to poles
Transfer of moisture towards polesTransfer of moisture towards poles
In mid latitudesIn mid latitudes

Dry air sinks creating high pressureDry air sinks creating high pressure
Air flows away from high pressureAir flows away from high pressure
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General Circulation
Hadley cell circulation creates trade windsHadley cell circulation creates trade winds

Dry trade winds move from subtropics Dry trade winds move from subtropics 
to tropics and pick up moistureto tropics and pick up moisture

Trade winds from both hemispheres Trade winds from both hemispheres 
converge in the ITCZconverge in the ITCZ

Trade winds warm and riseTrade winds warm and rise
Contribute to low pressure and high Contribute to low pressure and high 
rainfall in the ITCZrainfall in the ITCZ
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Ocean Circulation?
Circulation in the troposphere is caused by Circulation in the troposphere is caused by 
atmospheric pressure gradientsatmospheric pressure gradients

Result from vertical or horizontal Result from vertical or horizontal 
temperature differencestemperature differences
Temperature variations caused by Temperature variations caused by 
latitudinal differences in solar heatinglatitudinal differences in solar heating

Ocean surfaces are heated by incoming Ocean surfaces are heated by incoming 
surface radiationsurface radiation
Do the oceans circulate for the same Do the oceans circulate for the same 
reason as the atmosphere?reason as the atmosphere?

No!
90% of solar radiation that penetrates oceans 90% of solar radiation that penetrates oceans 
absorbed in upper 100 mabsorbed in upper 100 m
Warm water at surface is less dense than the Warm water at surface is less dense than the 
colder water belowcolder water below

Water column is inherently stableWater column is inherently stable
Very little vertical mixingVery little vertical mixing

Water has a high heat capacityWater has a high heat capacity
Lots of heat required for a small change in Lots of heat required for a small change in 
temperaturetemperature
Lateral temperature and salinity differences Lateral temperature and salinity differences 
are small over large areasare small over large areas
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Ocean Circulation
Ultimately driven by solar energyUltimately driven by solar energy

Distribution of solar energy drives global windsDistribution of solar energy drives global winds
Latitudinal wind belts produce ocean currentsLatitudinal wind belts produce ocean currents

Determine circulation patterns in upper oceanDetermine circulation patterns in upper ocean
Distribution of surface ocean temperatures Distribution of surface ocean temperatures 
strongly influence density structurestrongly influence density structure

Density structure of oceans drives deep ocean Density structure of oceans drives deep ocean 
circulationcirculation

Negative feedbackNegative feedback
Surface temperature gradients drive circulationSurface temperature gradients drive circulation
Net effect is to move warm water to poles and Net effect is to move warm water to poles and 
cold water towards tropicscold water towards tropics

Heat Transfer in Oceans
Heating occurs in upper oceanHeating occurs in upper ocean
Vertical mixing is minimalVertical mixing is minimal

Average mixed layer depth ~100 mAverage mixed layer depth ~100 m
Heat transfer from equator to pole by Heat transfer from equator to pole by 
ocean currentsocean currents
Oceans redistribute about half as much Oceans redistribute about half as much 
heat at the atmosphereheat at the atmosphere
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Surface Currents
Surface circulation driven by windsSurface circulation driven by winds

As a result of friction, winds drag ocean As a result of friction, winds drag ocean 
surfacesurface

Water movement confined to upper ~100 mWater movement confined to upper ~100 m
Although wellAlthough well--developed currents ~1developed currents ~1--2 km2 km
Examples, Gulf Stream, Kuroshiro Current Examples, Gulf Stream, Kuroshiro Current 

Coriolis effect influences ocean currentsCoriolis effect influences ocean currents
Water deflected to right in N. hemisphereWater deflected to right in N. hemisphere
Water deflected to left in S. hemisphereWater deflected to left in S. hemisphere
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Eckman Spiral
Eckman theory predictsEckman theory predicts

1) surface currents will flow at 451) surface currents will flow at 45°° to to 
the surface wind paththe surface wind path
2) flow will be reversed at ~100 m below 2) flow will be reversed at ~100 m below 
the surfacethe surface
3) flow at depth will be considerably 3) flow at depth will be considerably 
reduced in speedreduced in speed

Few observations of true Eckman SpiralFew observations of true Eckman Spiral
Surface flow <45Surface flow <45°°, but still to an angle, but still to an angle
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Deep Ocean Circulation
Driven by differences in densityDriven by differences in density
Density of seawater is a function ofDensity of seawater is a function of

Water temperatureWater temperature
SalinitySalinity

Quantity of dissolved saltsQuantity of dissolved salts
•• ChlorineChlorine
•• SodiumSodium
•• MagnesiumMagnesium
•• CalciumCalcium
•• PotassiumPotassium
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Thermohaline Circulation
Deep ocean circulation depends on temperature (Deep ocean circulation depends on temperature (thermothermo) ) 
& salinity (& salinity (halshals))

Controls seawater densityControls seawater density
Density increases as:Density increases as:

•• Salinity increasesSalinity increases
•• Temperature decreasesTemperature decreases

Horizontal density changes smallHorizontal density changes small
Vertical changes not quite as smallVertical changes not quite as small

Water column is stableWater column is stable
Densest water on bottomDensest water on bottom

Flow of water in deep ocean is slowFlow of water in deep ocean is slow
However, still important in shaping EarthHowever, still important in shaping Earth’’s climates climate

Vertical Structure of Ocean
Surface mixed layerSurface mixed layer

Interacts with Interacts with 
atmosphereatmosphere
Exchanges kinetic Exchanges kinetic 
energy (wind, energy (wind, 
friction) and heatfriction) and heat
Typically well Typically well 
mixed (20mixed (20--100 m)100 m)
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Vertical Structure of Ocean
Pychnocline (~1 km)Pychnocline (~1 km)

Zone of transition Zone of transition 
between surface and between surface and 
deep waterdeep water
Characterized by rapid Characterized by rapid 
increase in densityincrease in density

Some regions density Some regions density 
change due to salinity change due to salinity 
changes changes –– haloclinehalocline
Most regions density Most regions density 
change due to change due to 
temperature change temperature change ––
thermoclinethermocline

Steep density gradient Steep density gradient 
stabilizes layerstabilizes layer

Bottom Water Formation
DeepDeep--ocean circulation begins with ocean circulation begins with 
production of dense (cold and/or salty) production of dense (cold and/or salty) 
water at high latitudeswater at high latitudes
Ice formation in Polar oceans excludes saltIce formation in Polar oceans excludes salt

Combination of cold water and high Combination of cold water and high 
salinity produces very dense watersalinity produces very dense water
Dense water sinks and flows down the Dense water sinks and flows down the 
slopes of the basin towards equatorslopes of the basin towards equator
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Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW)
Weddell Sea major site of AABW Weddell Sea major site of AABW 
formationformation
AABW circles Antarctica and flow AABW circles Antarctica and flow 
northward as deepest layer in Atlantic, northward as deepest layer in Atlantic, 
Pacific and Indian Ocean basinsPacific and Indian Ocean basins
AABW flow extensiveAABW flow extensive

4545°°N in AtlanticN in Atlantic
5050°°N in PacificN in Pacific
10,000 km at 0.0310,000 km at 0.03--0.06 km h0.06 km h--11; 250 y; 250 y

North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW)
Coastal Greenland (Labrador Sea) site of NADW Coastal Greenland (Labrador Sea) site of NADW 
formationformation
NADW comprises about 50% of the deep water NADW comprises about 50% of the deep water 
to worlds oceansto worlds oceans
NADW in the Labrador Sea sinks directly into NADW in the Labrador Sea sinks directly into 
the western Atlanticthe western Atlantic

NADW forms in Norwegian BasinsNADW forms in Norwegian Basins
Sinks and is dammed behind sillsSinks and is dammed behind sills

•• Between Greenland and Iceland and Between Greenland and Iceland and 
Iceland and the British IslesIceland and the British Isles

NADW periodically spills over sills into the NADW periodically spills over sills into the 
North AtlanticNorth Atlantic
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Ocean Circulation
Surface water at high latitudes forms Surface water at high latitudes forms 
deep waterdeep water
Deep water sinks and flows at depth Deep water sinks and flows at depth 
throughout the major ocean basinsthroughout the major ocean basins
Deep water upwells to replace the surface Deep water upwells to replace the surface 
water that sinks in polar regionswater that sinks in polar regions
Surface waters must flow to high latitudes Surface waters must flow to high latitudes 
to replace water sinking in polar regionsto replace water sinking in polar regions
Idealized circulation Idealized circulation –– Thermohaline Thermohaline 
Conveyer BeltConveyer Belt

Thermohaline Conveyor Belt
NADW sinks, flows south to ACC and branches NADW sinks, flows south to ACC and branches 
into Indian and Pacific Basinsinto Indian and Pacific Basins
Upwelling brings cold water to surface where it Upwelling brings cold water to surface where it 
eventually returns to N. Atlanticeventually returns to N. Atlantic
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Ocean Circulation and Climate
Warm surface waters move from equator to Warm surface waters move from equator to 
poles transferring heat polepoles transferring heat pole--ward and into the ward and into the 
deep oceansdeep oceans
Oceans vast reservoir of heatOceans vast reservoir of heat

Water heats and cools slowlyWater heats and cools slowly
Pools of water warmer than normal heat the Pools of water warmer than normal heat the 
atmosphereatmosphere
Pools of water colder than normal cool the Pools of water colder than normal cool the 
atmosphereatmosphere
Timescale of months to yearsTimescale of months to years

Time needed for heating/cooling of waterTime needed for heating/cooling of water

Ocean Circulation and Climate
On long timescales, average ocean temperature On long timescales, average ocean temperature 
affects climateaffects climate
Most water is in deep oceanMost water is in deep ocean

Average temperature of ocean is a function Average temperature of ocean is a function 
ofof

Process of bottomProcess of bottom--water formationwater formation
Transport of water around ocean basinsTransport of water around ocean basins

Deep water recycle times is ~1000 yDeep water recycle times is ~1000 y
Thermohaline circulation moderates climate Thermohaline circulation moderates climate 
over time periods of ~ 1000 yover time periods of ~ 1000 y
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Ocean Circulation and Climate

Thermohaline Conveyor Belt
Effects of landmasses?Effects of landmasses?
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Ice on Earth
Important component of climate systemImportant component of climate system
Ice properties are different from water, Ice properties are different from water, 
air and landair and land

Two important factors affecting climateTwo important factors affecting climate
High albedoHigh albedo
Latent heat stored in iceLatent heat stored in ice

Sea Ice
Salt rejection during sea ice formationSalt rejection during sea ice formation

Important for bottom water formationImportant for bottom water formation
Sea ice stops atmosphere from interacting Sea ice stops atmosphere from interacting 
with surface mixed layerwith surface mixed layer
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Sea Ice Distribution
Most sea ice in Southern OceanMost sea ice in Southern Ocean

Enormous amount form and melt each Enormous amount form and melt each 
seasonseason
Average thickness ~1 mAverage thickness ~1 m

Landmasses in Arctic prevent sea ice Landmasses in Arctic prevent sea ice 
movementmovement

Arctic sea ice persists for 4Arctic sea ice persists for 4--5 years5 years
Reach thickness of 4 m in central Arctic Reach thickness of 4 m in central Arctic 
and 1 m on marginsand 1 m on margins

Glacial Ice
Mountain glaciersMountain glaciers

Equatorial high altitude or polar lower altitudeEquatorial high altitude or polar lower altitude
Few km long, 100Few km long, 100’’s m wide and 100s m wide and 100’’s m thicks m thick
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Glacial Ice
Continental ice sheetsContinental ice sheets

Large ice cubeLarge ice cube
Existing ice sheetsExisting ice sheets

Antarctica and Antarctica and 
GreenlandGreenland
•• ~3% of Earth~3% of Earth’’s s 
surface or 11% surface or 11% 
of land surfaceof land surface

•• 32 million km32 million km33

(= 70 m of sea (= 70 m of sea 
level)level)

Earth’s Biosphere
Interaction of physical processes in EarthInteraction of physical processes in Earth’’s s 
climate system with biosphereclimate system with biosphere

Results from the movement of carbonResults from the movement of carbon
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Carbon Cycle
Carbon moves freely between reservoirsCarbon moves freely between reservoirs

Flux inversely related to reservoir sizeFlux inversely related to reservoir size

Photosynthesis

Sunlight, nutrients, HSunlight, nutrients, H22OO
Transpiration in vascular Transpiration in vascular 
plantsplants

Efficient transfer of Efficient transfer of 
HH22O(v) to atmosphereO(v) to atmosphere

Oxidation of COxidation of Corgorg

BurningBurning
DecompositionDecomposition

2612622 666 OOHCOHCO
oxidation

esisphotosynth

+
⎯⎯⎯ ⎯←

⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯
+
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Terrestrial Photosynthesis
COCO22 and sunlight and sunlight 
plentifulplentiful
HH220 and correct 0 and correct 
temperature for temperature for 
specific plants not specific plants not 
always sufficientalways sufficient
Biomass and biome Biomass and biome 
distribution distribution 
controlled by rainfall controlled by rainfall 
and temperatureand temperature

Local Influence on Precipitation
Orographic precipitation influences distribution Orographic precipitation influences distribution 
of biomass and biomesof biomass and biomes
Influences the distribution of precipitationInfluences the distribution of precipitation
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Marine Photosynthesis
HH22O, COO, CO22 and sunlight and sunlight 
plentifulplentiful
Nutrients low (N, P)Nutrients low (N, P)
Nutrients extracted Nutrients extracted 
from surface water by from surface water by 
phytoplanktonphytoplankton
Nutrients returned by Nutrients returned by 
recyclingrecycling

Upper ocean (small)Upper ocean (small)
Upwelling (high)Upwelling (high)
External inputs External inputs 
(rivers, winds)(rivers, winds)

Ocean Productivity
Related to supply of Related to supply of 
nutrientsnutrients
Nutrient supply high in Nutrient supply high in 
upwelling regionsupwelling regions

Equatorial upwellingEquatorial upwelling
Coastal upwellingCoastal upwelling

Southern OceanSouthern Ocean
WindWind--driven mixingdriven mixing
Short growing seasonShort growing season
Light limitationLight limitation
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Productivity – Climate Link
““Biological PumpBiological Pump”” ––
photosynthesis photosynthesis 
takes up COtakes up CO22 and and 
nutrients, plants nutrients, plants 
eaten by eaten by 
zooplankton, dead zooplankton, dead 
zooplankton or zooplankton or 
excreted matter excreted matter 
sinks carrying sinks carrying 
carbon to carbon to 
sedimentssediments

Effect of Biosphere on Climate
Changes in greenhouse gases (COChanges in greenhouse gases (CO22, CH, CH44))
Slow transfer of COSlow transfer of CO22 from rock reservoirfrom rock reservoir

Does not directly involve biosphereDoes not directly involve biosphere
1010--100100’’s millions of yearss millions of years

COCO22 exchange between shallow and deep exchange between shallow and deep 
oceanocean

10,00010,000--100,000 year100,000 year
Rapid exchange between ocean, vegetation Rapid exchange between ocean, vegetation 
and atmosphereand atmosphere

Hundreds to few thousand yearsHundreds to few thousand years
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Increases in Greenhouse Gases
COCO22 increase anthropogenic increase anthropogenic 
and seasonaland seasonal

Anthropogenic Anthropogenic –– burning burning 
fossil fuels and fossil fuels and 
deforestationdeforestation
Seasonal Seasonal –– uptake of COuptake of CO22
in N. hemisphere in N. hemisphere 
terrestrial vegetationterrestrial vegetation

Methane increase Methane increase 
anthropogenicanthropogenic

Rice patties, cows, Rice patties, cows, 
swamps, termites, swamps, termites, 
biomass burning, fossil biomass burning, fossil 
fuels, domestic sewagefuels, domestic sewage

GlaciersGlaciers
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Astronomical Control of Solar Radiation
Earth's presentEarth's present--day orbit around the Sunday orbit around the Sun

Not permanentNot permanent
Varies at cycles from 20,000Varies at cycles from 20,000--400,000 400,000 
years years 

Changes due toChanges due to
•• Tilt of Earth's axisTilt of Earth's axis
•• Shape of EarthShape of Earth’’s yearly path of s yearly path of 
revolution around the Sunrevolution around the Sun

What is the Reason For Seasons?What is the Reason For Seasons?
The Tilt or Obliquity of Axis of rotation relative The Tilt or Obliquity of Axis of rotation relative 
to the plane of the Earthto the plane of the Earth’’s Orbit about the Suns Orbit about the Sun

Primarily responsible for existence of seasonsPrimarily responsible for existence of seasons
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What is the Reason For Seasons?What is the Reason For Seasons?
Eccentricity of EarthEccentricity of Earth’’s Orbit is a s Orbit is a 
secondary factorsecondary factor

EarthEarth’’s orbits orbit
is not perfectlyis not perfectly
circular, butcircular, but
has an ellipticalhas an elliptical
shape shape 

Orbit shaped byOrbit shaped by
the gravitationalthe gravitational
pull of nearbypull of nearby
planetsplanets

Long-Term Changes in Orbit
Known for centuries that EarthKnown for centuries that Earth’’s orbit not s orbit not 
fixed around Sunfixed around Sun

Varies in regular cyclesVaries in regular cycles
Gravitational attraction between Earth, Gravitational attraction between Earth, 
its moon, the Sun and other planetsits moon, the Sun and other planets

Variations in EarthVariations in Earth’’s tilts tilt
Eccentricity of orbitEccentricity of orbit
Relative positions of solstices and Relative positions of solstices and 
equinoxes around the elliptical orbitequinoxes around the elliptical orbit
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Simple Change in Axial Tilt
No tilt, solar radiation always over equatorNo tilt, solar radiation always over equator

No seasonal change in solar radiationNo seasonal change in solar radiation
Solstices and equinoxes do not existSolstices and equinoxes do not exist

9090°° tilt, solar radiation hits polestilt, solar radiation hits poles
DayDay--long darknesslong darkness
DayDay--long lightlong light
ExtremeExtreme

seasonalityseasonality

Long-term Changes in Axial Tilt
Change in tilt not extremeChange in tilt not extreme

Range from 22.5Range from 22.5°° to to 
24.524.5°°
Gravitational tug of Gravitational tug of 
large planetslarge planets

Changes in tilt have a Changes in tilt have a 
period of 41,000 yearsperiod of 41,000 years

CyclesCycles
Regular periodRegular period
Irregular amplitudeIrregular amplitude

Affects both Affects both 
hemispheres equallyhemispheres equally
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Effect of Changes in Axial Tilt
Changes in tilt produce longChanges in tilt produce long--term term 
variations in seasonal solar radiationvariations in seasonal solar radiation

Especially at high latitudesEspecially at high latitudes
Mainly effects seasonalityMainly effects seasonality

Increased tilt amplifies seasonalityIncreased tilt amplifies seasonality
Decreased tilt reduces seasonalityDecreased tilt reduces seasonality

Effect of Increased Tilt on Poles
Larger tilt moves summerLarger tilt moves summer--hemisphere pole more hemisphere pole more 
towards the Sun and winter season away from Suntowards the Sun and winter season away from Sun

Increased amplitude of seasonsIncreased amplitude of seasons
Decreased tilt does the opposite decreasing seasonalityDecreased tilt does the opposite decreasing seasonality
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Precession of Solstices and Equinoxes
Positions of solstices and equinoxes change Positions of solstices and equinoxes change 
through timethrough time

Gradually shift position with respect toGradually shift position with respect to
EarthEarth’’s eccentric orbit and its s eccentric orbit and its 
perihelion and aphelionperihelion and aphelion

Earth’s Axial Precession
In addition to spinning about its axisIn addition to spinning about its axis

EarthEarth’’s spin axis wobbless spin axis wobbles
Gradually leaning in different directionsGradually leaning in different directions
Direction of leaning or tilting changes through Direction of leaning or tilting changes through 
timetime
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Earth’s Axial Precession
Caused by gravitational Caused by gravitational 
pull of Sun and Moonpull of Sun and Moon

On the bulge in Earth On the bulge in Earth 
diameter at equatordiameter at equator

Slow turning of EarthSlow turning of Earth’’s s 
axis of rotationaxis of rotation

Causes EarthCauses Earth’’s s 
rotational axis to point rotational axis to point 
in different directions in different directions 
through timethrough time
One circular path takes One circular path takes 
25,700 years25,700 years

Precession of the Ellipse
Elliptical shape of Elliptical shape of 
EarthEarth’’s orbit s orbit 
rotatesrotates

Precession of Precession of 
ellipse is slower ellipse is slower 
than axial than axial 
precessionprecession
Both motions Both motions 
shift position of shift position of 
the solstices the solstices 
and equinoxes and equinoxes 
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Precession of the Equinoxes
EarthEarth’’s wobble and s wobble and 
rotation of its rotation of its 
elliptical orbit elliptical orbit 
produce precession produce precession 
of the solstices and of the solstices and 
equinoxesequinoxes

One cycles takes One cycles takes 
23,000 years23,000 years

Simplification of Simplification of 
complex angular complex angular 
motions in threemotions in three--
dimensional spacedimensional space

Change in Insolation by Precession
No change in insolationNo change in insolation

Precession of solstices and equinoxesPrecession of solstices and equinoxes
Around perfectly circular orbitAround perfectly circular orbit

Large change in insolationLarge change in insolation
Precession of solstices and equinoxesPrecession of solstices and equinoxes

Around an eccentric orbitAround an eccentric orbit
Depending on the relative positions ofDepending on the relative positions of
•• Solstices and equinoxesSolstices and equinoxes
•• Aphelion and perihelionAphelion and perihelion
•• Precessional change in axial tiltPrecessional change in axial tilt
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Extreme Solstice Positions
Today June 21 solstice at aphelionToday June 21 solstice at aphelion

Solar radiation a bit lowerSolar radiation a bit lower
Configuration reversed ~11,500 years agoConfiguration reversed ~11,500 years ago

Precession moves June solstice to perihelionPrecession moves June solstice to perihelion
Solar radiation a bit higherSolar radiation a bit higher
Assumes no change in eccentricityAssumes no change in eccentricity

Changes in Eccentricity
Shape of EarthShape of Earth’’s orbit has changeds orbit has changed

Nearly circularNearly circular
More elliptical or eccentricMore elliptical or eccentric

Eccentricity Eccentricity 
increases as increases as 
the lengths of the lengths of 
axes become axes become 
unequal unequal –– when when 
aa = = bb, , εε = 0 and = 0 and 
the orbit is the orbit is 
circularcircular
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Variations in Eccentricity
εε changed from ~0.005 to changed from ~0.005 to 
~0.0607~0.0607

Today Today εε is ~0.0167is ~0.0167
Two main periods of Two main periods of 
eccentricityeccentricity

100,000 year cycle (blend 100,000 year cycle (blend 
of four periods)of four periods)
413,000 years413,000 years

All other things equalAll other things equal
Greater Greater εε leads to greater leads to greater 
seasonalityseasonality
Changes in Changes in εε affect both affect both 
hemispheres equallyhemispheres equally

Summary
Gradual changes in EarthGradual changes in Earth’’s orbit around s orbit around 
the Sun result in changes in solar radiationthe Sun result in changes in solar radiation

Received by seasonReceived by season
Received by hemisphereReceived by hemisphere

The axial tilt cycle is 41,000 yearsThe axial tilt cycle is 41,000 years
The precession cycle is 23,000 yearsThe precession cycle is 23,000 years

Eccentricity variations at 100,000 years Eccentricity variations at 100,000 years 
and 413,000 yearsand 413,000 years

Modulate the amplitude of the Modulate the amplitude of the 
precession cycleprecession cycle
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What Controls Ice Sheet Growth?
Ice sheets exist whenIce sheets exist when

Growth > ablationGrowth > ablation
Temperatures must be coldTemperatures must be cold

Permit snowfallPermit snowfall
Prevent meltingPrevent melting

Ice and snow accumulate MAT < 10Ice and snow accumulate MAT < 10°°CC
Accumulation rates 0.5 m yAccumulation rates 0.5 m y--11

•• MAT > 10MAT > 10°°C rainfallC rainfall
–– No accumulationNo accumulation

•• MAT << 10MAT << 10°°C dry cold airC dry cold air
–– Very low accumulationVery low accumulation

What Controls Ice Sheet Growth?
Accumulation rates low, ablation rates highAccumulation rates low, ablation rates high

Melting begins at MAT > Melting begins at MAT > --1010°°C (summer C (summer 
T > 0T > 0°°C)C)

Ablation rates of 3 m yAblation rates of 3 m y--11

Ablation accelerates rapidly at higher Ablation accelerates rapidly at higher 
TT

When ablation = growthWhen ablation = growth
Ice sheet is at equilibriumIce sheet is at equilibrium
Equilibrium line =Equilibrium line =

Boundary between positive ice balanceBoundary between positive ice balance
Net loss of ice massNet loss of ice mass
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Temperature and Ice Mass Balance
Temperature main Temperature main 
factor determining ice factor determining ice 
growthgrowth

Net accumulation orNet accumulation or
Net ablationNet ablation

Since ablation rate Since ablation rate 
increases rapidly with increases rapidly with 
increasing temperatureincreasing temperature

Summer melting Summer melting 
controls ice sheet controls ice sheet 
growthgrowth
Summer insolation Summer insolation 
must control ice sheet must control ice sheet 
growthgrowth

Milankovitch Theory
Ice sheets grow when summer insolation lowIce sheets grow when summer insolation low

Axial tilt is smallAxial tilt is small
Poles pointed less directly towards the SunPoles pointed less directly towards the Sun

N. hemisphere summer solstice at aphelionN. hemisphere summer solstice at aphelion
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Milankovitch Theory
Ice sheets melt when summer insolation highIce sheets melt when summer insolation high

Axial tilt is highAxial tilt is high
N. hemisphere summer solstice at perihelionN. hemisphere summer solstice at perihelion

Milankovitch Theory
Recognized that Earth has greenhouse effectRecognized that Earth has greenhouse effect

Assumed that changes in solar radiation dominant Assumed that changes in solar radiation dominant 
variablevariable

Summer insolation strongSummer insolation strong
More radiation at high latitudesMore radiation at high latitudes

Warms climate and accelerates ablationWarms climate and accelerates ablation
•• Prevents glaciations or shrinks existing Prevents glaciations or shrinks existing 

glaciersglaciers
Summer insolation weakSummer insolation weak

Less radiation at high latitudesLess radiation at high latitudes
Cold climate reduces rate of summer ablationCold climate reduces rate of summer ablation

•• Ice sheets growIce sheets grow
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High summer insolationHigh summer insolation
heats land and results inheats land and results in
greater ablationgreater ablation

Low summer insolationLow summer insolation
cools land and results incools land and results in
diminished ablationdiminished ablation

Dominant cycles at 23,000Dominant cycles at 23,000
and 41,000 yearsand 41,000 years

Ice Sheet Behavior
Understood by examining N. HemisphereUnderstood by examining N. Hemisphere
At LGM ice sheets surrounded Arctic OceanAt LGM ice sheets surrounded Arctic Ocean
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Insolation Control of Ice Sheet Size
Examine ice mass balance along NExamine ice mass balance along N--S lineS line
Equilibrium line slopes upward into atmosphereEquilibrium line slopes upward into atmosphere

Above lineAbove line
Ice growthIce growth

Below lineBelow line
AblationAblation

InterceptIntercept
Climate pointClimate point
Summer insolationSummer insolation

Shifts pointShifts point

-- Ice sheet movesIce sheet moves
towards southtowards south
following climatefollowing climate
point and due topoint and due to
internal flowinternal flow
-- Bedrock lag keeps Bedrock lag keeps 
elevation highelevation high

-- Combined northCombined north--
ward movement of ward movement of 
climate point and climate point and 
bedrock depression bedrock depression 
increases ablation increases ablation 
mass balance turns mass balance turns 
negativenegative
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N. Hemisphere Ice Sheet History
TectonicTectonic--scale cooling began 55 myascale cooling began 55 mya

Last 3 my should be affected by this forcingLast 3 my should be affected by this forcing
Ice sheet growth should respond to orbital forcingIce sheet growth should respond to orbital forcing

Growth and melting should roughly follow axial tilt and Growth and melting should roughly follow axial tilt and 
precession cyclesprecession cycles
Glaciations depend on threshold coldness in summer Glaciations depend on threshold coldness in summer 

N. Hemisphere Ice Sheet History
Ice sheet response to external forcing (tectonic Ice sheet response to external forcing (tectonic 
or orbital)or orbital)

Results from interactions betweenResults from interactions between
Slowly changing equilibriumSlowly changing equilibrium--line thresholdline threshold
Rapidly changing curve of summer insolationRapidly changing curve of summer insolation

•• Insolation values below thresholdInsolation values below threshold
–– Ice sheets growIce sheets grow

•• Insolation values above thresholdInsolation values above threshold
–– Ice sheets meltIce sheets melt

Growth and melting lag thousands of years Growth and melting lag thousands of years 
behind insolation forcingbehind insolation forcing
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Ice Sheet Growth
Four phases of glacial ice growthFour phases of glacial ice growth

Preglaciation phasePreglaciation phase
Insolation above thresholdInsolation above threshold

•• No glacial ice formedNo glacial ice formed

Ice Sheet Growth
Small glacial phaseSmall glacial phase

Major summer insolation minima Major summer insolation minima 
Fall below thresholdFall below threshold

•• Small glaciers formSmall glaciers form
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Ice Sheet Growth
Large glacial phaseLarge glacial phase

Most summer insolation maxima below thresholdMost summer insolation maxima below threshold
Ice sheets shrink but do not disappear during small maximaIce sheets shrink but do not disappear during small maxima
Ice sheets disappear only during major insolation maximaIce sheets disappear only during major insolation maxima

Ice Sheet Growth
Permanent glacial phasePermanent glacial phase

Summer insolation maximaSummer insolation maxima
Always below glacial thresholdAlways below glacial threshold
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Evolution of Ice Sheets Last 3 my
Best record from marine sedimentsBest record from marine sediments

Ice rafted debrisIce rafted debris
Sediments deliver to ocean by icebergsSediments deliver to ocean by icebergs

δδ1818O of calcareous foraminiferaO of calcareous foraminifera
Quantitative record of changes inQuantitative record of changes in

•• Global ice volumeGlobal ice volume
•• Ocean temperatureOcean temperature

Rainout and Rayleigh Distillation

-10‰

0‰

-10‰

0‰

-16‰

-4‰

-26‰

-12‰

-34‰

-20‰

Warm
Low elevation
Low latitude

Cold
High elevation
High latitude

δ  O
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Sealevel and δ18O

δ18O Record from Benthic Foraminifera
Ice volume and T move Ice volume and T move 
δδ1818O in same directionO in same direction
Two main trendsTwo main trends

Cyclic oscillationsCyclic oscillations
Orbital forcingOrbital forcing

•• Dominant cycles Dominant cycles 
changed over last changed over last 
2.75 my2.75 my

LongLong--term slow driftterm slow drift
Change in COChange in CO22

Constant slow coolingConstant slow cooling
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Orbital Forcing
Before 2.75 myBefore 2.75 my

No evidence of ice in No evidence of ice in 
N. hemisphereN. hemisphere

Perhaps COPerhaps CO22 levels levels 
too hightoo high

Effect on Effect on δδ1818O O 
variations smallvariations small

Probably mostly a T Probably mostly a T 
effect?effect?

Equals the preglacial Equals the preglacial 
phasephase

Orbital Forcing
2.752.75--0.9 my0.9 my

Ice rafted debris!Ice rafted debris!
Variations in Variations in δδ1818O mainly O mainly 
evident in 41,000 year evident in 41,000 year 
cyclecycle

Ice sheet growth Ice sheet growth 
affects T and affects T and δδww

Small glacial phaseSmall glacial phase
Ice sheet growth only Ice sheet growth only 
during most persistent during most persistent 
low summer insolationlow summer insolation
~50 glacial cycles~50 glacial cycles
δδ1818O drifting to lower O drifting to lower 
values values –– glacial worldglacial world
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Orbital Forcing
After 0.9 myAfter 0.9 my

Maximum Maximum δδ1818O values O values 
increaseincrease
100,000 year cycle 100,000 year cycle 
dominantdominant

Very obvious after Very obvious after 
0.6 my0.6 my

Rapid Rapid δδ1818O changeO change
Abrupt meltingAbrupt melting

Characteristics of Characteristics of 
large glacial phaselarge glacial phase

Ice Sheets Over Last 150,000 y
100,000 year cycle 100,000 year cycle 
dominantdominant

23,000 and 41,000 23,000 and 41,000 
year cycles presentyear cycles present
Two abrupt glacial Two abrupt glacial 
terminationsterminations

130,000 yeas ago130,000 yeas ago
~15,000 years ago~15,000 years ago

Is the 100,000 year Is the 100,000 year 
cycle real?cycle real?
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Confirming Ice Volume Changes
Corals reefs follow sea level and can quantify Corals reefs follow sea level and can quantify 
change in ice volumechange in ice volume

Ideal dipstick for sea levelIdeal dipstick for sea level
Corals grow near sea levelCorals grow near sea level
Ancient reefs preserved in geologic recordAncient reefs preserved in geologic record
Can be dated (Can be dated (234234U U →→ 230230Th)Th)

Best sea level records from islands on Best sea level records from islands on 
tectonically stable platforms (tectonically stable platforms (e.ge.g., Bermuda)., Bermuda)

125,000 year old reefs at 6 m above sea 125,000 year old reefs at 6 m above sea 
levellevel
Confirms shape of Confirms shape of δδ1818O curve from last O curve from last 
150,000 years150,000 years

125,000 year Reef on Bermuda
Interglacial is where Interglacial is where 
δδww lowest, bottom lowest, bottom 
water temperature water temperature 
hottest and sea level hottest and sea level 
highesthighest
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Do Other Reefs Date Sea Level?
Yes and noYes and no
Glacial ice existed from 125,000 to presentGlacial ice existed from 125,000 to present

Coral reefs that grew between about 10,000 and 125,000 Coral reefs that grew between about 10,000 and 125,000 
years agoyears ago

Are now submergedAre now submerged
•• Can be recognizedCan be recognized

and sampledand sampled
Also raised reefsAlso raised reefs
On uplifted islandsOn uplifted islands

Uplifted Coral Reefs
Coral reefs form on Coral reefs form on 
uplifting islanduplifting island
Submerged as sea level Submerged as sea level 
risesrises
Exposed as sea level falls Exposed as sea level falls 
and island upliftsand island uplifts
Situation exist on New Situation exist on New 
GuineaGuinea
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Corals found Corals found 
about 6 about 6 

meters above meters above 
presentpresent--day day 

sea levelsea level

Corals Corals 
formed at formed at 

1515--20 meters 20 meters 
below below 

presentpresent--day day 
sea levelsea level

Lowest level of Lowest level of 
submerged corals submerged corals 

is 120 meters is 120 meters 
below presentbelow present--day day 

sea levelsea level

δ18O records Ice Volume
Every 10Every 10--m change in sea level produces an m change in sea level produces an 
~0.1~0.1‰‰ change in change in δδ1818O of benthic foraminiferO of benthic foraminifer

The age of most prominent The age of most prominent δδ1818O minimaO minima
Correspond with ages of most prominent reef Correspond with ages of most prominent reef 
recording sea level high standsrecording sea level high stands

Absolute sea levels estimates from reefsAbsolute sea levels estimates from reefs
•• Correspond to shifts in Correspond to shifts in δδ1818OO

Reef sea level record agreement with Reef sea level record agreement with 
assumption of orbital forcingassumption of orbital forcing

125K, 104K and 82K events forced by 125K, 104K and 82K events forced by 
precessionprecession
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Orbital-Scale Change in CH4 & CO2
Important climate records from last 400 kyaImportant climate records from last 400 kya

Direct sampling of greenhouse gases in iceDirect sampling of greenhouse gases in ice
Critical questions must be addressedCritical questions must be addressed

Before scale of variability in records Before scale of variability in records 
determineddetermined

Reliability of age dating of ice core?Reliability of age dating of ice core?
Mechanisms and timing of gas trapping?Mechanisms and timing of gas trapping?
Accuracy of the record?Accuracy of the record?

•• How well gases can be measured?How well gases can be measured?
•• How well do they represent atmospheric How well do they represent atmospheric 

compositions and concentrations?compositions and concentrations?

Vostok Climate Records
Illustrates strong correlation Illustrates strong correlation 
between paleotemperature between paleotemperature 
and the concentration of and the concentration of 
atmospheric greenhouse gasesatmospheric greenhouse gases
Concentrations of COConcentrations of CO22 and and 
CHCH44 moved in tandem with moved in tandem with 
paleotemperatures derived paleotemperatures derived 
from stable isotope recordsfrom stable isotope records
Mechanisms of relationships Mechanisms of relationships 
poorly understoodpoorly understood
To what extent did higher To what extent did higher 
greenhouse gases cause greenhouse gases cause 
greater radiative warming of greater radiative warming of 
the Earth's atmosphere?the Earth's atmosphere?
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Dating Ice Core Records
Ice sheets thickest in centerIce sheets thickest in center

Ice flow slowly downwardIce flow slowly downward
Then flows laterally outwardThen flows laterally outward

Annual layers may be preserved and countedAnnual layers may be preserved and counted
Deposition of dust during winterDeposition of dust during winter

Blurred at depth due to ice deformationBlurred at depth due to ice deformation

Reliability of Dating
Dust layer countingDust layer counting

Best when ice deposition rapidBest when ice deposition rapid
Greenland ice accumulates at 0.5 m yGreenland ice accumulates at 0.5 m y--11

•• Layer counting good to 10,000 yearsLayer counting good to 10,000 years
Antarctica ice accumulates at 0.05 m yAntarctica ice accumulates at 0.05 m y--11

•• Layering unreliable due to slow Layering unreliable due to slow 
depositiondeposition

Where unreliable, ice flow models usedWhere unreliable, ice flow models used
Physical properties of icePhysical properties of ice
Assumes smooth steady flowAssumes smooth steady flow

•• Produces Produces ““fairly good estimatesfairly good estimates”” of ageof age
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Dust Layers
Greenland has two primary sources for dustGreenland has two primary sources for dust

Particulates from Arctic Canada and coastal Particulates from Arctic Canada and coastal 
GreenlandGreenland
Large volcanic eruptions anywhere on the globeLarge volcanic eruptions anywhere on the globe

Gas Trapping in Ice
Gases trapped during ice Gases trapped during ice 
sinteringsintering

When gas flow to surface When gas flow to surface 
shut downshut down
Crystallization of iceCrystallization of ice
Depths of about 50 to Depths of about 50 to 
100 m below surface100 m below surface

Gases younger than Gases younger than 
host icehost ice

Fast accumulation minimizes Fast accumulation minimizes 
age difference (100 years)age difference (100 years)
Slow deposition maximizes Slow deposition maximizes 
age difference (1000age difference (1000--2000 2000 
years)years)
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Reliability and Accuracy of Records
Can be evaluated by comparing instrumental recordCan be evaluated by comparing instrumental record

With records from rapidly accumulating ice sheetsWith records from rapidly accumulating ice sheets
Instrumental records date to 1958 for COInstrumental records date to 1958 for CO22 and and 
1983 for CH1983 for CH44

•• Mauna Loa Observatory (David Keeling)Mauna Loa Observatory (David Keeling)

Carbon Dioxide
Measurements of COMeasurements of CO22 concentrationconcentration

Core from rapidly accumulating iceCore from rapidly accumulating ice
Merge well with instrumental dataMerge well with instrumental data
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Methane
Measurements of CHMeasurements of CH44 concentrationconcentration

Core from rapidly accumulating iceCore from rapidly accumulating ice
Merge well with instrumental dataMerge well with instrumental data

CH4 and CO2 in Ice Cores
Given agreement between records from Given agreement between records from 
rapidly accumulating icerapidly accumulating ice

Instrumental dataInstrumental data
Accuracy and variability about the Accuracy and variability about the 
trendstrends

Assume that longerAssume that longer--term records term records 
collected from ice corescollected from ice cores

Reliable for determining the scale of Reliable for determining the scale of 
variabilityvariability
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Orbital-Scale Changes in CH4
CHCH44 variabilityvariability

Interglacial maxima 550Interglacial maxima 550--
700 ppb700 ppb
Glacial minima 350Glacial minima 350--450 450 
ppbppb

Five cycles apparent in Five cycles apparent in 
recordrecord

23,000 precession period23,000 precession period
Dominates lowDominates low--latitude latitude 
insolationinsolation
Resemble monsoon Resemble monsoon 
signalsignal

•• Magnitude of signals Magnitude of signals 
matchmatch

Monsoon forcing of CH4
Match of high CHMatch of high CH44 with strong monsoonwith strong monsoon

Strongly suggests connectionStrongly suggests connection
Monsoon fluctuations in SE AsiaMonsoon fluctuations in SE Asia

Produce heavy rainfall, saturate groundProduce heavy rainfall, saturate ground
Builds up bogsBuilds up bogs
•• Organic matter deposition and Organic matter deposition and 
anaerobic respiration likelyanaerobic respiration likely
–– Bogs expand during strong Bogs expand during strong 
summer monsoonsummer monsoon

–– Shrink during weak summer Shrink during weak summer 
monsoonmonsoon
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Orbital-Scale Changes in CO2
COCO22 record from Vostokrecord from Vostok

Interglacial maxima 280Interglacial maxima 280--300 300 
ppmppm
Glacial minima 180Glacial minima 180--190 ppm190 ppm

100,000 year cycle dominant100,000 year cycle dominant
Match ice volume recordMatch ice volume record

Timing Timing 
AsymmetryAsymmetry

Abrupt increases in COAbrupt increases in CO22
match rapid ice meltingmatch rapid ice melting
Slow decreases in COSlow decreases in CO22
match slow buildmatch slow build--up of iceup of ice

Orbital-Scale Changes in CO2

Vostok 150,000 recordVostok 150,000 record
23,000 and 41,000 23,000 and 41,000 
cyclescycles
Match similar cycles in Match similar cycles in 
ice volumeice volume

Agreement suggests Agreement suggests 
cause and effect cause and effect 
relationshiprelationship

Relationship unknownRelationship unknown
e.g., does COe.g., does CO22 lead lead 
ice volume?ice volume?

Correlations not Correlations not 
sufficient to provide sufficient to provide 
definite evaluationdefinite evaluation


